Familial clustering of giant congenital melanocytic nevi.
Giant congenital melanocytic nevus (GCMN) is an infrequently occurring congenital malformation. GCMN generally occurs in isolation but rare familial occurrence points to a genetic background. We present two cases of familial GCMN: one with two affected siblings and another with two affected double second cousins. Familial occurrence of GCMN reported in literature is reviewed and an overview of the embryology and proliferation given, illustrating the plethora of factors that might lead to GCMN formation. The pattern of inheritance is likely not Mendelian and discordance in identical twins and the segmental distribution of lesions suggest a post-zygotic mutation. A polygenic paradominant inheritance best explains the clinically observed transmission pattern. Candidate genes include those influencing neural crest development and melanocyte proliferation.